1. British authors. Name these British authors given two works:

A. *Animal Farm* and *Nineteen Eighty-Four*
   answer: George Orwell (or Eric Arthur Blair)

B. *Mansfield Park* and *Pride and Prejudice*
   answer: Jane Austen

C. *Orlando* and *To the Lighthouse*
   answer: (Adeline) Virginia Woolf (or Adeline Virginia Stephen)

D. *The Last Man* and *Frankenstein*
   answer: Mary Shelley (or Mary Wollstonecraft Godwin Shelley or Mary Wollstonecraft Godwin; do not accept or prompt on “Mary Wollstonecraft”)

E. *On Beauty* and *White Teeth*
   answer: Zadie Smith (or Sadie Smith)

F. *The Casual Vacancy* and *Quidditch* [Quidditch] *Through the Ages*
   answer: J. K. Rowling [“rolling”] (or Joanne) Rowling; prompt on “Kennilworthy Whisp”)

G. *Death on the Nile* and *Murder on the Orient Express*
   answer: Agatha Christie (or Agatha Mary Clarissa Christie or Agatha Mary Clarissa Miller)

H. *Middlemarch* and *Silas Marner* [Silas MAR-nur]
   answer: George Eliot (or Mary Ann Evans or Marian Evans or Mary Ann Cross; accept Marian Evans Lewes; prompt on “(Marian) Lewes”)

I. *Villette* [Vih-LET] and *Jane Eyre* [“air”]
   answer: Charlotte Brontë [BRAHN-tay] (or Currer Bell; prompt on “Brontë” or “Bell”)

J. *Mr. Bliss* and *The Silmarillion* [Sil-muh-RILL-ee-un]
   answer: J. R. R. Tolkien (or John Ronald Reuel Tolkien)
A. Is asked “have you any wool” and responds “yes sir, yes sir, three bags full”?
answer: **black sheep** (accept *Baa, Baa, Black Sheep*; prompt on “sheep”)
B. Is asked “dormez-vous?” [dor-may voo], or “are you sleeping?” in a French rhyme?
answer: Frère **Jacques** [fray-ruh zhah-kuh] (accept Brother **John**)
C. “Sat on her tuffet” eating curds and whey?
answer: Little Miss **Muffet**
D. “Had a little lamb”?
answer: **Mary** (accept *Mary Had a Little Lamb*)
E. Lost her pocket? Kitty Fisher found it.
answer: **Lucy Locket** (accept either underlined portion)
F. Lost her sheep and “doesn’t know where to find them”?
answer: Little Bo **Peep** (accept either underlined portion)
G. Is “quite contrary” and asked “how does your garden grow”?
answer: **Mary** (accept *Mary, Mary, Quite Contrary*)
H. “Had a wife but couldn’t keep her”?
answer: **Peter** (accept *Peter Peter Pumpkin Eater*; prompt on “(Pumpkin) Eater”)
I. Lives on Drury Lane? The rhyme asks whether “you know” this character.
answer: **Muffin Man**
J. Sailed in a wooden shoe with Wynken [WINK-un] and Blynken [BLINK-un]?
answer: **Nod** (accept Wynken, Blynken, and Nod)

3. Initialed authors. Identify the authors of these works, each of whom uses a pen name that includes two or more initials:
A. *The Lion, the Witch and the Wardrobe*
answer: **C. S. Lewis** (or Clive Staples Lewis)
B. *A Game of Thrones*
answer: George R. R. **Martin** (or George Raymond Richard Martin)
C. *The House at Pooh Corner*
answer: A. A. **Milne** [‘miln’] (or Alan Alexander Milne)
D. “somewhere i have never travelled, gladly beyond,” a poem written almost entirely in lowercase
answer: **E. E. Cummings** (or Edward Estlin Cummings)
E. **Mary Poppins**
answer: P. L. **Travers** (or Pamela Lyndon Travers or Helen Lyndon Goff)
F. The young adult horror novels *Night of the Living Dummy* and *Say Cheese and Die!*
answer: **R. L. Stine** [styne] (or Robert Lawrence Stine)
G. *Howards End* and *A Room With a View*
answer: E. M. **Forster** [FAWR-ster] (or Edward Morgan Forster)
H. *The Outsiders*
answer: S. E. **Hinton** (or Susan Eloise Hinton)
I. *The Call of Cthulhu* [kuh-THOO-loo]
answer: H. P. **Lovecraft** (or Howard Phillips Lovecraft)
J. *The American Language*, as well as satirical coverage of the Scopes Trial
answer: H. L. **Mencken** (or Henry Louis Mencken)